Mobile & Wireless

The Case for
DAS Hybrid

Atlantic Technology Group solves cellular signal
problems for law enforcement agency and major
newspaper with new active DAS hybrid
By Tim Lewis

S

potting disruptive technology is not always easy. Even so, the most
successful channel partners are in tune with the ebbs and flows of
market fluctuations. They constantly keep an eye out for opportunities
to expand into bigger markets, leveraging new technologies that
enable them to keep pace with, or ahead of, lucrative market trends.

Historically, there have been pretty clear lines
between system integrators depending on the type
of cellular coverage solutions they offer and the
types of customers they are willing to service. There
are big iron DAS (distributed antenna system) integrators that only do massive venues of more than
a million square feet; passive DAS installers of repeaters and coax for small businesses; broadband
and cabling installers, microwave tower solution
providers; as well as IT network and Wi-Fi installers
that are contracted by IT departments.
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During the past year, however, the lines between
these integrators and installers have been blurring. This is partly due to the introduction of cellular connectivity technology for the massive and
underserved middleprise market that provides the
QoS of solutions at the top end of the spectrum,
with a price point and remarkably faster and easier
installation than virtually any installer in any of these
niches could previously deliver.
Atlantic Technology Group, based in Maryland,
is one of the integrators that has kept on top of the
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cellular connectivity technology market
and related trends since 2002. It has
strategically grown its product and
service portfolio to help clients achieve
the maximum ROI for their investments
in mobile technology by specializing in
solutions that improve cellular reception in commercial buildings.
The following two case studies
showcase how Atlantic Technology
Group has expanded its business in
the last year by leveraging disruptive
technology.

Cellular connectivity for law
enforcement agency

ment. There were cinder block walls
about two feet thick and a lot of windows,” says Harrington.
Atlantic Technology Group installed five network units (NUs), the
head ends of the system, and put
20 coverage units (CUs) – which are
the remote internal antennas – in the
hallways and office space. It installed
five MIMO antennas on the roof,
wanting one antenna per NU to facilitate specific management of each
individual NU.
“We weren’t allowed to put things in
the labs, so we put coverage units in
the hallways and office space to bleed
through signal into the labs,” explains
Harrington. “We were able to push

A law enforcement agency was having cellular coverage issues at several
locations after transitioning from one
service provider to another. The
Cel-Fi QUATRA Building Diagram
agency provided employees with
cellular phones, but they were unable to get a signal when inside
its buildings. To address these
challenges across 10 different
sites (ranging in size from 30,000
to 240,000 square feet) in locations from Seattle to Maryland, the
agency turned to Atlantic Technology Group.
“There were a multitude of factors at the different locations that
were causing the poor indoor
signal, from RF blocking and
building materials to the
environment outside,”
says Keegan Harrington, project
through the windows and cinder blocks
lead at Atlantic Technology Group.
To solve these coverage challenges because system has 100 dB gain, so
this strong signal made the bleedfor the agency, Atlantic Technology
Group installed Cel-Fi QUATRA, an ac- through possible. With a passive DAS,
you get only 72 dB gain.”
tive DAS hybrid, at all 10 locations.
The other law enforcement agency
One agency location outside
locations had both similar and unique
of Washington, D.C. was 240,000
challenges, but according to Dan
square feet and had experienced celConnelly, president of Atlantic Techlular service issues since it was built.
The building had a fire control labora- nology Group, the active DAS hybrid
was an effective solution for each.
tory where tests and investigations
“We were able to go into 10 different
were done. Equipment to improve
locations, including some pretty big
cellular coverage could not be installed inside the labs due to the type facilities, and within a few months got
all these sites done to rapidly assist
of testing that was done.
the client during their transition from
“There was terrible service in the
one carrier to another.”
laboratories, especially in the base34
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Nothing stops the news,
except poor reception
The Atlantic Technology Group
also was called in to help a major daily
newspaper that relies on its corporate
AT&T subscription to ensure staff are
connected while working in its Washington D.C. newsroom. However,
reporters and other employees on the
AT&T network experienced spotty coverage and dropped calls when using
their cellphones inside the eight-story
building that spans a city block and
houses the newspaper’s 350,000 sq.
ft. headquarters.
“Reporters were actually walking outside the building to take their cell calls or
were stuck near their desks waiting for
important calls to come
in, which hurt productivity,” says Connelly.
“They got a great signal
outside, but the reception inside the building
was really lousy.”
A multitude of
factors – mainly its
location in the heart of
Washington D.C. and
its building materials
(concrete and glass)
– were blocking AT&T
cellular signals inside
the building. The passive
DAS that was already in
place inside the office building did not improve the
poor AT&T signal.
To resolve the problem, Atlantic Technology Group proposed Cel-Fi QUATRA,
but before installing it throughout all
eight floors, it agreed to set up one floor
as a proof of concept using one NU and
three CUs. Based on the initial results,
the newspaper agreed to expand the
installation to all eight floors.
Since the building is leased, Atlantic
Technology Group also reviewed the
site survey with the building owner and
got its approval for antenna placement
on top of the building.
“The nice thing about the Nextivity
solution is that the antennas are very
non-obtrusive. They’re relatively small
in size, not these big satellite antennas.
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Building owners are typically pleased
with the size,” says Harrington.

Overcoming the obstacles
Washington D.C. is a very congested environment with a lot of interference from other cellular traffic. “In
the heart of D.C., no matter where you
are, inside buildings the signal doesn’t
always give you a good signal-to-noise
ratio,” explains Harrington. “It was
pretty bad on the roof, and we had to
move the antennas many times to get
the best signal.”
According to Harrington, the company used the installation tools provided with the system to determine the
best positioning of the antennas. “We
used the Cel-Fi MIMO antennas, with
data and voice on separate ports, and
moved the antennas many times to get
the best signal. We used Nextivity’s
AntennaBoost solution to determine
the best direction. Then we went into
the individual NUs with Cel-Fi WAVE

to see the signal-to-noise ratio and
looked at the RSRQ and RSRP, RSSI
and SINR to see the gain we were getting. In the end, we had to point the
external roof antennas down to get out
of the noise area.”
Hard ceilings in the building were
another issue encountered. This was
resolved by putting the CUs in strategic locations, such as lights and
access panels. Harrington explains
that because the system utilizes
Power over Ethernet (PoE) and RF
over Ethernet, there was a lot of
flexibility on where the coverage
units could be placed.
“With PoE it is easier because you
don’t have to find a source to light
up your coverage unit. Not too many
companies have power sources in
the ceiling. You would have to get an
electrician out to either put in power
or power cables hanging from the ceiling, which wouldn’t work,” says Harrington. “The client also really liked

the way the coverage units look. They
look like access points, so blend in
well with their existing infrastructure.”
Atlantic Technology Group also was
able to use the newspaper’s existing
Cat 5e and Cat 6 runs. “This saved the
client money and saved us time. I like
working with Ethernet cable more than
coax – it costs a lot less. It’s also thinner, so it doesn’t snag as much if I have
to go through holes. It’s also easier to
run. The installation would have taken
at least an extra week to run the cable if
we didn’t use the existing cable.”
Almost one year after installation,
Harrington reports that the client hasn’t
called with issues relating to cellular
coverage. o
Tim Lewis is
senior director
channel sales,
North America at
Nextivity.

Your fiber construction
project is complete…
now what?

Consider KADENCE
Circuit Management
Fiber networks represent a substantial asset and
once construction is complete the essential task of
managing that network and generating an ROI
ensues. KADENCE Circuit Management (KCM)
has been enhanced with functionality specific to
the management of optical equipment, mapping of
fiber assets and the tracking of outside plant (OSP).
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